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Heavens Like A Scroll
I saw when he opened the sixth seal...the sun became
black as sackcloth made of hair, and the whole moon
became as blood. The stars of the sky fell to the
earth ...The sky was parted like a scroll when it is
rolled up. Every mountain and island were moved
out of their places. Rev 6:12-17
Visit our website to hear this program free!
Click button to subscribe to podcast.

Tsiyon News
Your Kingdom Question
Your Kingdom Question is the name of a new radio segment from Tsiyon Radio that will answer
Your Kingdom Question in a minute or two! These audio segments, no longer than two minutes
each, can be salted through the program schedule of a radio station throughout the day with concise
answers to the Bible questions of listeners. Simple questions are best for these 2 minute segments.
Questions we've received already include such basics as "What is sin?" or "What is the Kingdom?"
and "What did Messiah mean when He said..." etc. Through Hebraic based answers to simple
questions such as these, many listeners will encounter our Messianic teachings for the first time. We
hope this will prove to be a great tool to reach the scattered remnant. We invite you to participate!
Call in with your Kingdom question by Skype or any phone worldwide at 469-619-0876 or you can
call toll free n the USA at 888-230-2440. You may also record your question and email us the
sound file. However you do it, we want to put your voice on the air! Call in with your Kingdom
questions today! - We are still accepting questions!

Listener Q + A
Listener Comment - Blessing or Curse?
I was wondering if you saw the 15 extra years given to Hezekiah as a blessing or
curse from God. If my math is right, it seems that his son, which was one of the
worst kings, was born during this 15 extra years.
Tsiyon Answer - Blessing or Curse?
The 15 years were a blessing from YHWH. Apparently what Hezekiah did with
those years turned out to be a curse. [Perhaps a case of: Be careful what you
pray for!]
Listener Comment - New Moon?
How do you know when new moon is sighted in Israel?
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Tsiyon Answer - New Moon?
We have several contacts in Israel who sight the moon each month and report the
new moon to us.
Listener Comment - 6-pointed star in Space
I thought the 6 pointed star picture in the last Tsiyon News was great. It made me
want to send a pic in too. Below is something like a 6 pointed star that was

/

photographed in deep space by Hubble earlier this year.. Is this a sign? [Cropped Free Download!
to fit Tsiyon News]
~ Latest Book! ~
Get a Free sample

Theme CD
While Supplies Last...

From Eliyahu
Since we've been doing our series on Signs in the Sky we have gotten repeated
questions on the signs that we already spoke about in our earlier Revelation Be Prepared
Series. For that reason we are replaying another one of those earlier programs
this week. In fact, this program contains ground-breaking information that was
never released anywhere until Tsiyon Radio released this program in 2008.
"Heavens Like A Scroll" will give you the definitive sign in the sky to look for
that will signal to all that the Great Tribulation is about to begin. No matter what
else happens, until THIS happens, we ARE NOT yet in the Great Tribulation! As
sure as the Scriptures are the True Word of God the amazing events this program
informs you about WILL HAPPEN - and they will happen in this generation.
Measure what ever else you plan on doing in the years ahead against THIS. Trust
me - this program will give you a look into your future that you cannot afford to
ignore.

Pass It On

Blessings and Shalom,

If you know someone who would like to
receive this newsletter, please forward.

Eliyahu ben David
www.tsiyon.org
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